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Thank You 
 
Thanks to Carl Sundstrom of the Highway Safety Research Center, and Phillip 
Loziuk and Leslie Tracey of the City of Durham Department of Public Works 
Transportation Division for sharing documents and sitting down with me to 
explain things.  Thank you. 
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Introduction 
Neighborhood background  
Trinity Park is one of the oldest neighborhoods in Durham (Brown, 1985).  
Located conveniently between downtown and Duke’s East Campus, Trinity Park 
is a vibrant neighborhood, with tree-lined streets, large single-family homes, 
multifamily homes, apartment complexes, schools, churches, and parks.  The 
streets and sidewalks in the neighborhood were most like laid during the 
neighborhood’s original development, which began in earnest around 19191.  The 
southern part of the neighborhood, closest to downtown, developed first, and is 
the location of some of the oldest structures. 
 
Club Boulevard is the neighborhood’s northern boundary, and W. Morgan and 
W. Main Streets to the mark the southern edge.  Its western border is Buchanan 
Boulevard (which runs along the eastern edge of Duke University’s East 
Campus.)  On Trinity Park’s eastern side is N. Duke Street, which runs one-way 
from south to north along the eastern side of the Durham School of the Arts 
(magnet high school and middle school) campus at the southern portion.  Trinity 
Park contains twelve short east-west streets, with 6 east-west access allies, as well 
as four primary north-south streets: Buchanan, Watts, Gregson, and Duke.   
 
While Trinity Park was a 
prosperous neighborhood in its 
earliest years, it experienced 
decline during the later half of 
the twentieth century similar to 
many inner-ring suburbs across 
the country.  A “Residential 
Security Map” from the 1930s 
visually describes the coming 
decline in the neighborhood, 
and while much of Trinity Park 
is classified as “Class A” the 
eastern edges are labeled as less 
desirable (Home Owner's Loan 
Corporation, 1937).  At some 
point, probably in the late 1960s 
or early 1970s, according to 
maps from the era, N. Duke 
                                                
1 Deeds from the first sales of Brodie Duke’s land holdings in the area (although sold by his 
company The Duke Land and Improvement Company after his death) refer to the sidewalks as 
reference points to aid in the location of as yet undeveloped plots. 
Figure 1: 1937 Residential Security Map foreshadows areas of 
decline 
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and N. Gregson streets were converted from two-way into one-way streets 
(Allenton Realty & Insurance Co, 1972; Durham (N.C.). Department of 
Transportation and Utiliti, 1983; Durham (N.C.). Dept. of Public Work, 1967) .  
Most likely this occurred around the same time that the Durham’s Downtown 
streets were significantly reconfigured to create a circumscribing loop and series 
of one-way streets (Allenton Realty & Insurance Co, 1972).  This measure was 
taken in Downtown Durham (and, again, as in many cities across the nation) to 
try and alleviate traffic and parking difficulties ascribed to congestion in the area 
(The Redevelopment Commission of the City of Durham, N.C., 1960).   
 
These actions were partially prompted by the mass-exodus that downtown 
Durham (and many other urban centers) experienced after World War II: those 
who were able to lived further away from the city center.  So, if the downtown 
had any hope of competing with suburban neighborhoods, malls, and office 
parks it had to increase accessibility for individuals with automobiles.  This 
meant providing high-speed freeway access, and ample convenient parking (The 
Redevelopment Commission of the City of Durham, N.C., 1960).   The idea was 
basically to retro-fit the dense urban core to function more like the city’s 
suburban outskirts.  
 
To accommodate this reconfiguration many of the neighborhoods surrounding 
the downtown core were severely compromised.  These urban neighborhoods 
were, by the 1960s, in large part home to residents who could either not afford to 
move to the new suburbs, or who were excluded through racist lending practices 
and restrictive covenants.  The process of urban renewal during this time 
involved the demolition of historic neighborhoods, including that of the historic 
African American enclave in southeast central Durham, “Hayti”, which was 
nearly entirely destroyed in favor of the Durham Freeway and new consolidated 
public housing (Brown, 1985). 
 
It is likely around this time, and in the vein of disregard for the fabric of urban 
neighborhoods, that Gregson and Duke streets were converted to two-ways pairs 
and designated by the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) 
as major thoroughfares.  The move permanently altered the viability of real 
estate on the two roads, and prices of comparable homes are generally lower on 
Duke and Gregson (probably because buyers don’t want to live on busy, noisy 
streets).  It is also likely that at this time that the roads entered into their present 
condition of NCDOT control. 
 
The move indicated a prioritization of the automobile.  Individuals who do not 
live in the center of the city have been given the opportunity to move to, from, 
and through the area with ease and speed.  Individuals who do live in the city 
center saw their neighborhoods degraded in order to accommodate automobile 
travel.    
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Context 
The east-west streets running through Trinity Park are primarily low-speed 
residential streets, while three of the north-south, Duke, Gregson, and Buchanan, 
struggle with speeding traffic and have implemented only limited remedies 
(Dees, 2007b).   
 
The fourth north-south street, Watts, has been manipulated in several ways in 
order to reduce traffic speeds and volumes.  The street’s southern portion runs 
one-way south to north, and a portion of the northern end runs one-way north to 
south.  There are also small roundabouts at several intersections, all of which 
contributes to a quiet, low/slow traffic residential street that is extremely 
pleasant to walk along.  Houses on this street are well maintained2.   
 
Buchanan has been the recipient of some measures to reduce traffic speed and 
deter speeding motorists, including the recent reduction of the posted speed 
limit from 35 to 30 miles per hour, and the installation of striped cross-walks at a 
few locations (Dees, 2007b).  Buchanan is controlled by the city of Durham, and 
as such the city has a greater ability to respond to resident concerns with action. 
 
In contrast, the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) controls 
N. Duke and N. Gregson Streets, although the City of Durham is responsible for 
maintenance.  As such they are classified as “Minor Arterial” roads (North 
Carolina Department of Transportation Information Technology - GIS Unit, 
2006).  “Arterial” classification is defined as providing “…the highest level of 
service at the greatest speed for the longest uninterrupted distance, with some degree of 
access control” (The Transportation Planning Branch of NCDOT, 2006)3.  This 
designation defines the design, treatment, and use of the roads.  As such N. Duke 
and N. Gregson are each one way, each carrying two lanes of traffic with posted 
speed limits of 35 miles per hour.  N. Gregson flows north to south, while N. 
Duke flows south to north.  N. Duke Street carried around 10,500 cars a day in 
2002 while N. Gregson Street carried around 9,500 daily (The City of Durham, 
2008).  
 
 
                                                
2 There is also currently research being performed by DCRP students at the behest of the Durham 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Advocacy Committee as to the potential of converting Watts street into a 
bicycle boulevard, such as have been implemented in Portland, OR.  
3 Duke and Gregson are designated “Minor Arterial” whereas “Major Arterial” has the same 
basic definition, but includes primarily Interstate, Other Freeway and Expressway, and Other 
Principal Arterial (The Transportation Planning Branch of NCDOT, 2006). 
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Figure 2: North Duke and North Gregson Streets in Trinity Park, Durham, North Carolina 
However, beyond their speed and capacity, the streets vary dramatically from 
this NCDOT definition of an Arterial road: the length of the two roads between 
W. Club and W. Morgan is only ~1 mile, and with cross streets, driveways, and 
allies, the access is far from limited.  Also, there are large old trees and hills (on 
N. Duke especially) that greatly limit site distance, and the streets were initially 
designed and laid out shortly after 1900, when automobile speeds were slower 
and non-motorized travel was prevalent (Brown, 1985).  This creates a perilous 
situation for drivers wishing to enter N. Duke or N. Gregson from their adjoining 
driveways, when drivers on the roads are traveling at 35 mph or more.  The high 
traffic speeds also create an unpleasant atmosphere for pedestrians, and a 
dangerous atmosphere for cyclists  (The Transportation Planning Branch of 
NCDOT, 2006). 
 
The issue of speeds along the two streets has been a concern in the neighborhood 
for years (Trinity Park Neighborhood Association, 2001).  In 2002 the City of 
Durham responded to complaints by preparing a traffic calming study of the 
area (Martin Alexiou Bryson, 2002).  As of 2011, most of the final 
recommendations in this plan have been implemented.  These include the 
implementation of striped crosswalks at some locations, “School Zone” signage 
near the Durham School of the Arts, and a “Your Speed” sign on Gregson near 
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Englewood Avenue.  In addition, one trial neckdown was installed at the 
intersection of Gregson and Urban streets.  
 
The trial neckdown at Urban Avenue and Gregson Streets extends the curb line 
on the northeast side of the intersection into the travel lane on Gregson by six 
feet.  This takes the sidewalk and landscaped area into what was previously the 
parking lane, which is 8 feet wide.  This design allows more visibility for 
pedestrians, so that they can see approaching cars, and approaching cars can see 
them.  The project also included the installation of stripped crosswalks on the 
north side of the intersection (with the neckdown) in addition to the three un-
striped crosswalks in the east, west, and south sides.  There are no sidewalks on 
Urban between Gregson and Duke streets.  
 
In 2008 the city revisited the neighborhood to collect information regarding 
speeds after the items suggested in the 2002 report had been implemented.  In 
the area on Gregson Street around the trial neckdown at Urban Avenue, the 
overall speeds after neckdown implementation increased slightly (Martin 
Alexiou Bryson, 2002; The City of Durham, 2008). 
 
Research question and purpose 
When transportation corridors are designated to allow high-speed motor vehicle 
travel through dense urban areas they contribute negatively to the surrounding 
neighborhood.  In recent years many approaches have been formulated to try 
and reduce speeding in urban residential neighborhoods, including traffic 
calming4, road diets5, and complete streets6.  The negative consequences of high 
travel speeds include increased automobile crashes, increased bike and 
pedestrian crashes, increased traffic noise, and decreased physical activity by 
neighborhood residents (Bochner, 2006; Commission for Architecture and the 
Built Environment, 2007; Rodríguez, 2009; TranSafety, 1997).  Many of these 
problems could be alleviated through more context appropriate design, and 
reducing the priority given to automobile travel while increasing the priority of 
alternative modes (especially non-motorized modes).   
 
                                                
4 “Traffic calming is the combination of mainly physical measures that reduce the negative effects 
of motor vehicle use, alter driver behavior and improve conditions for non-motorized users” 
(Lockwood, 1997) 
5 Road diets include the process of re-engineering existing streets to function with fewer lanes 
and less width, “In the process formerly ‘fat’ streets often become leaner, safer, and more 
efficient.  They become multi-modal and more productive.” (Burden, 1999) 
6 “Complete Streets policies direct transportation planners and engineers to consistently design 
with all users in mind, including drivers, public transportation vehicles and riders, pedestrians, 
and bicyclists as well as older people, children, and people with disabilities.” (National Complete 
Streets Coalition, ) 
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However, transportation efficiency must be considered along with neighborhood 
quality of life.  For example, if the perceived efficiency of a street changes 
dramatically drivers may re-route their high-speed travel to other neighborhood 
roads.  Yet, despite the potential to only menially increase automobile travel 
time, while greatly increasing walkability, safety, property values and quality of 
life7, there is often great resistance to take measures to decrease speeds on urban 
streets (Dees, 2007a). 
 
This master’s project seeks to explore the opportunities for the transformation of 
high-speed neighborhood streets into enjoyable community assets that facilitate 
multi-modal travel.  The topic will be explored specifically in regard to North 
Duke and North Gregson Streets in Durham, North Carolina, that run through 
one of the cities oldest urban neighborhoods. 
 
What are the benefits, barriers, and opportunities for speed reduction and increased 
pedestrian safety along N. Duke and N. Gregson Streets in Durham?  
 
This question is explored first through a detailed analysis of the current site 
conditions of the two streets, through visual survey, as well as data collection.  
Topography, access (including driveways and cross streets), the number of 
crosswalks, existing signage, sidewalk conditions, and current adjacent land uses 
demonstrate the character of the streets’ context.  The current traffic speeds and 
traffic counts along the two streets help to illustrate the condition of traffic flow 
on the two roads.  With consideration of the existing conditions data, the 
literature review of the current body of work addresses the benefits and costs of 
reducing speed on neighborhood thoroughfares, as well as best tactics for 
implementation.  This report concludes with a series of broad recommendations, 
as well as what an appropriate treatment of Duke and Gregson Streets might be, 
and what it would look like.  
 
 
                                                
7 The term “quality of life” will be used in this project to encompass all the elements of increase 
walkability and bike-ability, as well as improvements in access for transit users, as well as elderly 
and youth, and those with mobility impairments.  The term will be used to encompass potential 
for increased safety (both for motorists and non-motorists) as well as perceived safety, and 
decreased traffic noise.  
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Methodology 
The methodology for this study includes a literature review, as well as public-
source and primary-source data collection, all of which informs the final 
recommendations.  
Literature review: best practices and case studies 
The literature review first contributed to the understanding of the importance of 
reducing travel speeds.  This was accomplished through an investigation of the 
potential benefits of vehicle speed reduction.  Secondly, the literature review 
synthesized many of the available techniques available to aide in reducing 
vehicle travel speeds.  This information informed the final recommendations in 
this report.  
Public-source data collection  
Much of the information for this project lies in the public sector.  City of Durham 
data about the current conditions of the two roads was gathered, including traffic 
speeds and volumes.  This public sector data included the past, present, and 
future plans regarding efforts to change travel behavior on the two streets. 
Primary-source data collection 
Primary-source data collection included several items.  First, a detailed site 
analysis of the two roads provided crucial contextual information.  Second, 
observation of traffic patters (beyond speeds and volumes) provided insight 
beyond conventional measures.  Third, archived digital email conversations from 
the Trinity Park Neighborhood Association Listserv provided additional 
contextual information as to the relevancy and history of the issue of speeding.  
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Literature Review 
 
Benefits of speed reduction on neighborhood thoroughfares 
Health benefits 
Walking improves health, including reducing an individual’s proclivity to 
develop diabetes, heart disease, some cancers, and obesity (Ernst & Shoup, 2009).  
As such, providing walking facilities may be a valuable tool in preventing these 
diseases—integrating walking into daily life and necessary activities (such as 
travel) may be better.  In the United States one-quarter of all trips made in an 
automobile are to a destination within one mile of the traveler’s origin (Ernst & 
Shoup, 2009).  If this trend were the same along Duke and Gregson Streets, many 
people are making one-quarter of all trips to downtown, Brightleaf Square, 
Northgate Mall, or destinations within the neighborhood.   
 
The precise impact of changes to the built environment on an individual’s 
proclivity to walk is not entirely understood.  While many studies have been 
conducted to ascertain the exact relationship between the built environment, 
walking, and health, they are inconclusive and more research is required.  Much 
of this uncertainty may be the result of the nature of the data and its collection.  
The manpower or technology for full scale, before and after, long-term 
observation and data collection offers challenges.  Self-reported surveys 
regarding an individual’s exercise habits may be skewed.  In addition, if an area's 
residents have advocated for walking facilities and traffic calming measures the 
population of that neighborhood may be disproportionately inclined to walk 
once the infrastructure is in place.  Or, if an area has existing pedestrian 
infrastructure it may attract residents to move there who prioritize walkablility, 
and are therefore more likely to walk.  In a neighborhood that is isolated from 
the larger area (except by automobile travel) traffic calming measures may have 
very little impact on walking trips, because there are few trips made within the 
neighborhood. 
 
However, there are studies that examine cases where the population in an area 
did walk more after traffic-calming measures were introduced.    
 
One study observed walking behavior and physical health before and after the 
implementation of a traffic-calming scheme.  Their surveys found an increase in 
walking and an improvement in physical health (Morrison, Thomson, & 
Petticrew, 2004).  The traffic calming elements were applied “in the main road 
bisecting a deprived urban housing estate in Glasgow, Scotland (Morrison et al., 
2004).”  However limited in geography, the study observed increase in 
pedestrian activity, and surveys indicated an increased willingness to allow 
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children to play outside, as well and an increase in physical health, and decrease 
in traffic nuisances (Morrison et al., 2004).  This study contributes to a greater 
pool of examples that have found a positive correlation between traffic calming 
measures and improved health.  
 
A 2009 report by the Cochrane Corporation looked at twenty-two independent 
before-and-after studies on area-wide traffic calming schemes and their effects on 
pedestrian safety.  Their research found that, “Area-wide traffic calming (such as 
introducing road/speed humps) may reduce death and injury from road traffic 
crashes but more research is needed (Bunn et al., 2009).”  The report states that 
the additional research is needed mostly in low-income countries, as most of the 
studies reviewed came from higher income countries.  Yet, the correlation is not 
unclear in the wealthier nations that were reviewed, and indeed traffic calming 
to reduce vehicle speeds can prevent injuries and death.  While avoiding injuries 
and death is certainly one indicator of an area’s “health” it does not indicate 
whether individuals in the area would enjoy the benefits of a healthier lifestyle, 
including an increased proclivity to walk.  While it is beyond the scope of this 
study, it may be reasonable to suppose that if pedestrian accident injuries and 
deaths were reduced in an area, residents would perceive a safer walking 
environment.  Which, if they were concerned about safety beforehand, could 
contribute to a willingness to walk.  
 
A study entitled, “Transport, urban design, and physical activity: an evidence-
based update” finds a positive correlation between transport-related physical 
activity and density, subdivision age, street connectivity, and mixed land use 
(Badland & Schofield, 2005).  It finds that areas that feature these urban attributes 
offer more resistance and congestion for automobiles, and encourage lower 
traveling speeds.  These streets are safer than their lower-volume, higher-speed 
suburban counterpoints.  They note, however, that the evidence to support 
traffic-calming specifically is limited, although they confirm that slower traffic 
speeds do increase physical activity.  
 
Perceptions of traffic danger as well as the real threat of injury discourage 
potential pedestrians and cyclists from walking and biking (Jacobsen, Racioppi, 
& Rutter, 2009).  And their fears aren't unwarranted, in the United States 4,881 
pedestrians were killed in 2005, and in the same year 784 cyclists were struck and 
killed (Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, 2011).  And yet, these 
numbers as a proportion of the total population have fallen over the years.  This 
may be due to the fact that fewer people are out walking and riding.  One 
indication is that in the late 1960s 70% of children walked or biked to school; by 
2002 less than 15% were walking and biking (Johnston, 2008). 
Economic benefits 
It has been shown that creating more walkable environments can contribute to 
decreases in healthcare costs as individuals choose to walk to their destinations 
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rather than drive, and are therefore more active, less sedentary, and healthier 
(Ernst & Shoup, 2009).  As one-quarter of the nation’s health care costs are 
related to the treatment of obesity, the associated savings could be substantial 
(Ernst & Shoup, 2009).  Also, as traffic speeds are reduced traffic accidents 
frequency falls as well, which can lead to decreased health care costs related to 
traffic injuries. 
 
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Information Center uses the National Safety Council's 
(NSC) counts for bicycle and pedestrian fatalities in 2005 and their estimate that 
an injury costs the public (through loses in wages and productivity, as well as 
medical and administrative expenses, and damage to the motor vehicle) $52,900 
and a fatality costs $3,840,000.  Therefore in 2005 total cost of bicycle and 
pedestrian injuries and fatalities in the U.S. was $27,519,700,000 (Pedestrian and 
Bicycle Information Center, 2011)—that’s over 27 billion dollars nationally. 
 
Obesity is another expensive component of an automobile dominated 
environment.  In North Carolina the percentage of obese adults nearly doubled 
from 13% in 1990 to 27% in 2006 (North Carolina Department of Health and 
Human Services Division of Public Health, 2009), and so the associated health 
care costs associated with obesity rose as well.  In 2003 obese adults' healthcare 
costs were 33% higher than adults with a healthy weight (North Carolina 
Department of Health and Human Services Division of Public Health, 2009).  In 
2002 the national direct cost of medical expenditures on obesity were estimated 
at more than $92 billion (in 2002 dollars) a year (North Carolina Department of 
Health and Human Services Division of Public Health, 2009).  This preventable 
disease also has high costs for businesses, who may lose individual productivity 
due to obesity-related illnesses, and who may have to pay higher than necessary 
health care costs to cover their obese employees.   
 
Driving costs are high and getting higher.  Enabling people to walk to their 
destinations rather than drive (especially for those one-quarter of all trips with 
destinations within 1 mile) could contribute to substantial savings for the 
average driver by reducing their expenditure on fuel and maintenance (Ernst & 
Shoup, 2009).  In addition, it could lead to lower expenditure on road and 
highway maintenance, construction, and expansion if there were fewer cars on 
the road. 
 
A study titled, “A field evaluation case study of the environmental and energy 
impacts of traffic calming” found a positive correlation between a reduction of 
traffic speeds attributed to the implementation of traffic-calming measures and a 
decrease in fuel consumption.  Therefore, slowing speeds is good for the 
environment, and should be considered a part of the toolkit for reducing green 
house gas emissions (Ahn & Rakha, 2009).  
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Finally, lowering speeds and creating a more pleasant and walkable street can 
encourage investment in a previously overlooked area.  While the nation and the 
world has experienced an economic recession over the past several years, many 
of the places that proved most resistant to falling property values and decreased 
investment were dense, walkable urban communities (Ernst & Shoup, 2009).  
Such investments may spur additional investments, and create a more robust tax 
base. 
 
Quality of life benefits 
Increasing individuals’ opportunities to walk may increase their quality of life in 
many ways.   
 
First, individuals may be healthier, which can prevent stress and may lead to 
increased happiness.   
 
Second, individuals may spend more time out (neither indoors nor in a car), 
which gives people a chance to interact with other individuals who are out as 
well.  Because walking requires no license, equipment, or fees to partake in, it can 
be enjoyed by a myriad of individuals across socio-economic stratifications.  As 
such, walking is an excellent way for persons who normally do not have an 
opportunity to interact to come together, which may lead to broader social 
understanding and tolerance (Bochner, 2006).  However, these relationships have 
not been sufficiently explored, and further research is needed. 
 
Third, as pedestrian facilities and traffic speed reduction are introduced through 
traffic-calming measures there is an opportunity for roadway beautification.  
Neck-downs with crosswalks can accommodate new spaces for landscaping and 
plantings.  The improvement in aesthetics may contribute positively to the 
perception of pride and ownership within a neighborhood. 
 
The effects of traffic calming on quality of life have not been explored 
extensively.  One barrier is that the outcomes are difficult to measure, such as 
perceived happiness, social interaction, or neighborhood harmony.  Yet, as 
aesthetics and physical activity may be linked to happiness and quality of life, 
there is great potential to quantify and prove a positive correlation between in 
implementation of traffic calming and an increased quality of life amongst 
residents in an area.  However, with limited resources, funding, and manpower, 
it may be sufficient to extrapolate these relationships rather than use limited 
resources to prove them.  
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Access for all users 
Streets with high speeds and limited pedestrian facilities are especially 
dangerous for individuals with disabilities, such as those who move slowly, use 
wheelchairs, or have hearing or vision impairments (as 1 in 5 Americans do) 
(National Complete Streets Coalition, ). 
 
There is an opportunity here for research as to the proclivity for individuals with 
mobility challenges to use pedestrian facilities rather than travel in automobiles 
when traffic-calming measures are introduced and pedestrian facilities are 
improved.  Yet, again, it may be unreasonable to devote sufficient resources to 
effectively study the travel patterns of these individuals.  It may be enough to 
evaluate existing conditions and whether or not someone with mobility 
challenges would be able to navigate an area safely.  This analysis could include 
the availability of sidewalks and crosswalks, wheelchair ramps, and grade 
changes or uneven surfaces.  
 
Installing traffic-calming infrastructure is an opportunity to improve pedestrian 
safety, not only by slowing automobile travel speeds, but also by providing 
enhanced facilities for increased ease of mobility.  By installing crosswalks 
(which should include wheelchair ramps), and neckdowns (which increase 
pedestrian visibility), there is an opportunity for a systematic improvement in 
amenities that serve individuals with mobility challenges.  Whether or not this 
would result in an increase in individuals with mobility challenges’ proclivity to 
use the pedestrian facilities rather than an automobile, it would give them the 
opportunity to do so if they desired.  In many areas (including the study area) 
pedestrian facilities do not accommodate individuals with mobility challenges, 
and therefore their only option is to travel in an automobile8.  
 
Best design techniques for slowing speeds on streets 
 
High-speed neighborhood thoroughfares achieve the goal of moving large 
volumes of automobiles from an origin outside of the neighborhood to a 
destination outside the neighborhood.  In many cases, these high speed 
thoroughfares run through old inner-ring suburb urban neighborhoods, and aide 
in moving automobiles with origins in further out suburban areas to a 
destinations downtown, or in another suburban area (Central Atlanta Progress, 
2007; Sisiopiku & Chemmannur, 2010; Verzosa, 2006).   
 
                                                
8 Despite efforts by public transportation providers to accommodate individuals with mobility 
challenges by providing kneeling buses, ramps, and wheelchair areas on board buses, these are 
inadequate and ineffective if an individual cannot travel from their origin to a bus stop. 
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Traffic calming measures are used to reduce the travel speeds of vehicles, and are 
also an opportunity to increase perceived and actual pedestrian safety in the area 
where they are implemented (Lagerway, 2010).   
 
The National Center for Bicycling and Walking refers to the Center for Disease 
Controls designation of Active Community Environments (ACEs) in its report, 
Increasing Physical Activity Through Community Design.  ACEs are the spaces 
where "everyone can enjoy moderate levels of walking, biking, and other exercise 
(National Center for Bicycling & Walking, 2010)."  These spaces may include 
parks, schools, trails, and streets and roads.   
 
For transportation facilities to function as ACEs the report recommends the 
following measures: 
• Design new roads to accommodate bicycling and walking 
• Retrofit existing roads to accommodate bicycling and walking 
• Maintain roads and sidewalks for easy, safe use by pedestrians and 
bicyclists (even during the winter months) 
• Make all routes accessible for people with disabilities 
• Allocate transportation funds so that 
o All projects include the funding needed for bicycling and 
walking facilities 
o An equitable share goes to eliminating pedestrian and bicycle 
related deficiencies in existing roads 
o An equitable share goes to addressing safety improvements and 
education for all road users 
• Develop new neighborhoods in which the streets are laid out using a 
traditional "grid" pattern to provide more route choices, to reduce trip 
lengths and to slow motor vehicles  
• Develop a coordinated system of transit, pedestrian and bicycling 
services and facilities (National Center for Bicycling & Walking, 2010) 
In essence they recommend that automobile travel share the road with 
pedestrians and cyclist, and that non-motorized travel be taken into serious 
consideration when designing, redesigning, and funding road construction and 
maintenance.  
 
Because of the relationship between a proclivity to walk and the real and 
perceived safety of pedestrians in proximity to vehicular traffic, slowing traffic 
speeds (or “Traffic Calming”) may be useful in order to combat the real and 
perceived danger of speeding cars.  There are several standard Traffic Calming 
devices9 that would be specifically appropriate to the conditions on Gregson and 
Duke Streets: 
                                                
9 Implementation of these measures is meant to occur only where contextually appropriate.  Here 
the only measures noted are those the could potentially be implemented on either Duke or 
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Curb Extensions and Neckdowns: Shorten pedestrian crossing distance, 
improve pedestrian visibility, provide opportunity for improved landscaping, 
may decrease vehicle speeds and vehicle-pedestrian conflicts.  May be hazardous 
for cyclists.  
Raised Median Island: Can contribute to visual gateway effect, allows for 
pedestrian refuge, opportunity for improved landscaping. 
Gateway Signage: Indicates a change in character of the road (i.e. a dense 
residential/pedestrian zone).   
Pavement Marking: Inexpensive, yet somewhat un-proven.  
On-street Parking:  Potential reduction of travel speeds highly dependent 
upon level of use, contributes to buffer between traffic and sidewalk.  Potential to 
reduce visibility between pedestrians and cars, and increases risk to cyclists of 
collision with opening driver side doors (Vermont Agency of Transportation, 
2003).  
 
Other traffic calming measures, such as roundabouts, raised intersections, traffic 
circles, chicanes, speed tables and speed humps are useful only on low-volume 
streets.  As well as impeding cars, these measures also impede buses and 
emergency vehicles (Vermont Agency of Transportation, 2003). 
 
“Road Diets” are another version of traffic calming.  Pioneered by Dan Burden, 
road diets seek to “trim the fat” on oversized, over-wide roadways that allow for 
excessive automobile speeds at the expense of pedestrian comfort and safety 
(Burden, 1999).  Road Diets often cut the number of vehicle travel lanes, in favor 
of widened sidewalks and on-street parking.  The designs also often 
accommodate bus and bike travel amenities, and always increase pedestrian 
infrastructure.  
 
“Complete Streets” is another concept that advocates the design and re-design of 
roads to accommodate all users, rather than only automobiles (National 
Complete Streets Coalition).  Complete Streets accommodate all users, regardless 
of age, ability, or travel mode.  They especially take into consideration the 
mobility needs of children and the elderly.  Complete Streets advocates promote 
the installation of sidewalks, crosswalks, and bike lanes, among other things.  
 
In 2009 the North Carolina Board of Transportation in Raleigh unanimously 
approved a Complete Streets policy thereby directing the NCDOT to alter the 
way it plans and designs projects.  The language in the policy directs the 
department to provide “efficient multi-modal transportation network in North 
Carolina such that the access, mobility, and safety needs of motorists, transit 
users, bicyclists and pedestrians of all ages and abilities are safely 
accommodated.”  It is unclear as of yet exactly how this policy will be 
                                                                                                                                            
Gregson Street based upon the current volume of traffic in those locations (as of 2002 both Duke 
and Gregson Streets carried around 10,000 vehicles on a weekday)  (Martin Alexiou Bryson, 2002) 
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implemented.  However, this legislation could be used by groups advocating for 
more multi-modal roads by reminding the NCDOT that it should act in 
accordance with its own policy.  
 
The Durham, NC Comprehensive Bicycle Transportation Plan also recommends 
that the street design standards outlined in the City of Durham Public Works 
“Reference Guide for Development” be updated to include bicycle lanes as 
standard construction practice, especially for roads with 3,000 daily vehicles or 
more (Greenways Incorporated Team, 2006). 
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Data Analysis 
Site Conditions 
 
North Gregson and North Duke Streets link north 
Durham and I-85 to Downtown Durham, South 
Durham, the Research Triangle Park and Raleigh10.  The 
two streets each run one way, North Gregson runs 
north to south and North Duke runs south to north.  
The two streets run through a dense urban 
neighborhood: Trinity Park.  Much of the western side 
of the study area is covered by a national historic 
district overlay zone.  The eastern side has smaller 
homes, as well as many apartment complexes. There 
are three schools in the vicinity; two lay in the area in-
between N Duke and N Gregson.  There are several 
churches, and a community center.  To the east of N 
Duke there is the Ellerbe Creek Greenway trail that 
runs along a small stream from Club Boulevard to 
Trinity Avenue.  Bicyclists and pedestrians can use the 
trail.  There are no bike lanes on either North Duke or 
North Gregson Streets. Many of the east-west streets do 
not have sidewalks, especially in the northern area. 
 
There are several steep hills along the course of the two 
streets, especially along N Duke Street.  One such hill, 
between Englewood and Club at the northernmost 
portion of N Duke Street, is noted as potentially 
responsible for the double hit-and-run killing of 49 year 
old Deborah Culmer in January of 2009, who was struck 
and killed while crossing the road at this poorly-light 
low-visibility hill crest (Dees, 2007b) .  The area where 
Ms. Culmer was struck is also lacking sidewalks on the 
east side of the street, and there are no crosswalks in the 
immediate area or nearby intersections. 
                                                
10 Travelers from N. Durham could also take I-85 N to 15-501 S to 147 S.  This would only increase 
travel time by 1 minute, if cars were traveling the posted speed limits on all roads (According to 
Google Driving Directions). 
Figure 3: Durham NC Geographic Information Systems: 10 foot Topography Map 
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Site Conditions Map 
 
Figure 4: Site Conditions 
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Volume and Speeds 
 
Volumes and speeds along N. Duke and N. Gregson streets have been measured 
in many different ways, at different times, and for different purposes.  Most of 
this measurement has been conducted by the City of Durham and by the 
NCDOT. 
 
In 2002, the City of Durham conducted a Traffic Calming Study of Trinity Park 
that included speed monitoring on N. Duke and N. Gregson streets, as well as 
other neighborhood streets (The City of Durham, 2008).  The report found that 
Duke Street carries between 10,000 and 11,000 vehicles on a weekday, and 
Gregson carries between 9,000 and 10,000 vehicles per weekday.  
 
The Traffic Calming Study also found that at the north end of N. Duke Street 
(between Englewood and Club Boulevard) 87% of drivers were traveling above 
the posted speed limit of 35 mph.  The highest 85th percentile speed recorded 
along Duke Street was 46 mph at the intersection of Duke and Demerius Street. 
All of the study locations recorded vehicles traveling in excess of 51 mph.  
 
On Gregson Street the highest speeds observed for the Traffic Calming Study 
were again along the northern portion.  The highest 80th percentile speed was at 
Englewood Avenue: 44 mph.  In this same location 79% of drivers were 
speeding.  
 
Primary source data was collected on Gregson Street by the author of this report.  
The author observed that cars traveled in clusters, so that there were moments 
when a group of cars were passing and subsequent moments when there were 
no cars at all.  This phenomenon is called "Platoons" and can be regarded as 
desirable traffic behavior.  Platoons allow gaps in-between groups that may 
allow for safer pedestrian crossing by allowing ample time to cross.  They may 
also help with controlling speed, as cars in the rear are forced to travel at the 
speed of the cars ahead of them.  However, when there are two lanes of traffic 
traveling in the same direction, as on Duke and Gregson Streets, cars have an 
opportunity to jockey for the front position of the Platoon.  Drivers that prefer 
driving faster may change lanes to pass slower cars in order to have the lead 
position.  The Platoon formation remains, however, despite changes in 
individual vehicle position because the entire Platoon is stopped at traffic lights 
along its route–and the spread of the group of cars widens and contracts.  
Platoons are regarded as aiding in traffic control systems by simplifying through 
grouping (Ma, 2010). 
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Figure 5: Number of Vehicles Passing in 15-second Increments 
 
This chart observes the platoon behavior of automobiles on N. Gregson Street at 
1:30PM on Monday February 14, 2011 as collected by the author.  The time and 
day of the week of this data is not representative of all other times.  But, it does 
offer a somewhat brief random snapshot of conditions at one portion of the study 
area.  This chart shows times when several vehicles are passing at once, but 
nearly equal time where there are no vehicles at all. 
Level of Service  
Level of Service (LOS) is a measurement used by traffic engineers, planners, and 
transportation departments to assess the function of roads.  Generally regarded, 
LOS ranges from A (best functioning) to F (poor/non functioning).  LOS A 
describes a free-flow of traffic, where vehicles may travel at or above the speed 
limit, with little or no crowding or delay.  Because Duke and Gregson Streets are 
classified as Minor Arterial roads by the NCDOT they are supposed to deliver 
"...the highest level of service at the greatest speed for the longest uninterrupted 
distance...(The Transportation Planning Branch of NCDOT, 2006)" they are 
expected to perform at a high level of service, and do.  
 
LOS can be generated using traffic modeling software, such as Synchro.  Using 
traffic counts for various intersections simulations are run and a LOS based upon 
vehicle flow is produced. 
 
Simulations were requested by the author and run for the intersections of 
Gregson and Duke Streets at Markham and Trinity Avenues for both the peak 
AM and PM travel times by Leslie Tracey, a Transportation Engineer in the City 
of Durham Department of Public Works Transportation Division.  At all four 
intersections, approaching traffic on Duke and Gregson streets were found to be 
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flowing at the LOS A.  This suggests that the road is currently high functioning 
based upon this set of metrics. 
 
Unfortunately the DOT's conventional metrics do not take into consideration any 
of the other modes of travel that may use the roadway.  Pedestrians and cyclists 
are left out of these considerations (and transit users as their journeys begin and 
end as pedestrians).  This lack of consideration for pedestrians and cyclists 
negates efforts that seek to encourage more walking in communities as a way to 
integrate daily physical activity into peoples' lives.  It also undermines efforts 
that try to encourage individuals to walk, bike, and use transit in order to cut 
down on the CO2 generated by a plethora on single occupancy vehicles.  The old 
school metrics that place all value on moving cars as quickly as possible do not 
take into consideration the broader environmental and health concerns 
associated with automobile travel, pollution, and sedentary lifestyles. 
 
Alternative modes of travel must be considered with greater weight to 
counterbalance the considerations given to ensuring the ease of automobile 
travel.  It may be possible for the LOS system to be changed to accommodate and 
factor-in a broader modal system.  Or, it may be that the LOS system over 
simplifies the complex and context-sensitive components in order to produce an 
easily legible letter-grade outcome.  Some places have found it helpful to create a 
counter-metric: a Pedestrian Level of Service to quantify pedestrian ease of 
movement and flow in a similarly legible way as the vehicular LOS (Landis et al., 
2001). 
 
Some theorists argue that vehicular LOS is indeed a valid metric, and that is 
holds value for pedestrians as well, but that the scale ought to be inverted.  They 
note that, in some of the greatest urban pedestrian environments, such as 
crowded European shopping districts or areas of Manhattan, vehicular traffic is 
operating unequivocally at LOS F.  There is barely any flow, and vehicles are 
greatly delayed.  Yet these same places provide some of the richest pedestrian 
environments with a high level of people using alternative modes of 
transportation.  Therefore, a LOS F may not be a bad thing, and by accepting a 
higher level of congestion in city centers alternative modes of travel (which are 
good for health, environment, and economy) can operate efficiently (Charlier, 
2009). 
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Conclusions and recommendations 
 
Previous Efforts 
The 2002 Trinity Park Traffic Calming Study 
included several recommendations, from the 
installation of crosswalks to additional signage 
around the Durham School of the Arts school 
zone.  Their recommendations also led to the 
installation of a “trial neckdown” at the 
intersection of Urban Avenue and N. Gregson 
Street (Martin Alexiou Bryson, 2002).  
 
The 2002 traffic calming study found that 
automobile travel speeds in the neighborhood 
were indeed higher than the posted speed limits.  
The study notes, “The speed data indicated that 
the highest speeds coincided with the northern 
portions of Duke and Gregson Streets, exactly 
where residents in the first public meeting had 
indicated the worst speeding was occurring.”  
Yet, the report continues, despite this evidence 
the speed limits posted on these roads (currently 
35mph) should not be reduced.  They justified 
this by stating:  
There was much debate over the sped limit along 
Duke and Gregson Streets during school hours 
and after school functions at the Durham School of 
the Arts.  Residents recommended that the 
permanent all-day speed limit be reduced to 25 
mph on Duke and Gregson Streets between 
Trinity Avenue and Morgan Street.  It is 
recommended that the permanent speed limit 
remain at 35 mph through these sections.  An all-
day 25 mph speed limit for Duke and Gregson 
Streets in this area would be difficult to enforce 
and would not be an effective tool in lowering 
speeds.  For the school zones surrounding the 
Durham School of the Arts and Watts Elementary, 
improved signing and striping is strongly 
recommended.  Together with continued law 
enforcement, the signing and striping, indicating 
the school hours and zone limits, should be the 
first and most critical steps in controlling the 
speed through the school area.  … Pedestrian 
signals along Gregson Street should enhance the 
pedestrian crossing safety along that route (Martin Alexiou Bryson, 2002).  
Figure 6: Proposed Neckdowns 
Along North Duke and North 
Gregson Streets 
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Their logic seems to conclude that because a reduction in the posted speed limit 
would not guarantee speed reduction, it is not recommended.  It states that 
enhanced signage and pedestrian facilities would increase safety.  It is not clear 
whether a combination of traffic-calming, pedestrian facilities, signage, and a 
reduction in the posted speed limit would reduce travel speeds.  
 
New Neckdowns Duke Street Gregson Street 
Dacian Lamond 
Demerius Minerva 
 Monmouth 
Neckdown not feasible without major work to 
stormwater structures and network 
  Markham 
Trinity Green 
 Demerius 
 Knox 
Neckdown may not be feasible because of intersection 
geometry or missing sidewalk 
 Englewood 
Markham Trinity Neckdown could be completed with no or minimal 
changes to stormwater network  Green   
 
The relative success11 of the trial neckdown at Urban Street on Gregson has 
prompted the City to develop plans to install more.  There are currently 
renderings for the construction of additional neckdowns on Duke and Gregson 
Streets.  Several of these proposed neckdowns face engineering constraints that 
may render them infeasible (especially with current government-wide budgetary 
limitations).  
 
Moving forward 
The additional neckdowns proposed on Duke and Gregson Streets indicate a 
new interest in changing the way Duke and Gregson Streets operate—but only to 
an extent.  While the original study about traffic 
calming in the Trinity Park neighborhood 
referred to it as such, the later plans for the 
installation of the neckdowns and crosswalks 
had to be referred to as “Pedestrian Safety” 
projects rather than traffic calming—as the 
NCDOT (who controls the two roads) would not 
consider the idea of intentionally slowing and 
potentially impeding traffic along the roads.  As 
"pedestrian safety" projects they do not 
challenge the dominance of the automobile–but 
they do acknowledge the risks cars pose for 
people. 
 
The new provisions may present new danger to 
pedestrians in installing crosswalks along a road 
                                                
11 City collected data did not show a reduction of speeds.  Perhaps it was the ineffectiveness of 
the neckdown to impede traffic flow in any way that has encouraged the city to install more.  
Figure 7: Potential Increased Risk for 
Pedestrians (Illustration by Author) 
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where the majority of the cars travel above 35 mph.  If a pedestrian were waiting 
to cross one of the roads, and stepped into the crosswalk, oncoming cars are 
required to yield12 to pedestrians in crosswalks.  However, because the road 
carries two lanes of traffic in the same direction, a car stopped to allow for a 
pedestrian to cross may be perceived by another car to be turning (or may even 
be turning with blinker on).  The approaching vehicle may try to maneuver 
around the slowed car so as not to reduce speed.  In a case such as this the 
pedestrian is in extreme danger.  This scenario is not addressed in any of the 
plans or studies regarding vehicle speed and pedestrian safety in the area.   
 
In order to make greater considerations for non-motorized travel and avoid 
potential and perceived conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles the City of 
Durham should investigate and implement a Pedestrian Level of Service 
evaluation program, especially in areas that are within walking distance of 
downtown and other civic centers of activity13.  This would help to quantify the 
pedestrian experience in a way comparable to the current quantification of 
vehicle experience.  
 
Although a pedestrian LOS-style evaluation has not been conducted in Trinity 
Park, the site analysis conducted for this report found pedestrian mobility 
severely compromised (see Site Conditions Map on page 20 of this report).  A 
minority of the sidewalk was in a good condition.  The majority had extreme 
grade changes, caused by roots of trees growing underneath.  There were also 
areas with no sidewalks at all.  Except for the small area with sidewalks in good 
condition, the two streets would be extremely challenging for any individuals 
with mobility challenges (including handicapped, elderly, and children) to 
successfully navigate.  These populations should be given special consideration 
because of their needs and vulnerability.  In addition, meeting their basic needs 
provides a better pedestrian experience for those who are not mobility 
challenged.   
 
The convenience of pedestrians should not be gained at the total expense of 
drivers.  Currently the two roadways are operating at a LOS A during peak 
weekday hours.  It does not seem unreasonable that the two roads could cede 
some of their high-functionality to the pedestrian realm.  They could reasonably 
operate at a LOS B during peak hours (at still operate at LOS A during all other 
times).  Accepting a slightly increased level of congestion and potential 
                                                
12 North Carolina State Law requires vehicles to “yield” to pedestrians in crosswalks.  This 
language may be confusing—surely vehicles must stop for pedestrians crossing in crosswalks so 
as to avoid colliding with them. 
13 The Florida Department of Transportation has developed a pedestrian LOS system which 
could be a helpful model for the City of Durham (Landis, Vattikuti, Ottenberg, McLeod, & 
Guttenplan, 2001) 
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discomfort for drivers could ensure a pedestrian environment that was more 
inviting and functional for a wider variety of travel modes.   
 
The majority of the traffic traveling on Duke and Gregson Streets during peak 
hours have neither origins nor destinations in the neighborhood; they are 
traveling through (Burden, 1999; Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2005).  
The convenience of getting these travelers from somewhere else to somewhere 
else comes at the expense of neighborhood residents’ ability to make journeys 
within the neighborhood and to nearby destinations in modes other than in an 
automobile.  As discussed previously, allowing these individuals to access 
nearby destinations without the use of a car could have positive effects on health, 
the economy, the environment, and quality of life.   
 
Duke and Gregson Streets are unique in that, while they are one-way pairs very 
close to downtown14, they run through neighborhoods.  Much of the literature 
addressing the problems of and solutions for auto-oriented two-way pairs 
(including their conversions into two two-way streets) focuses on roads located 
within a commercial downtown district (Central Atlanta Progress, 2007; 
Sisiopiku & Chemmannur, 2010; Verzosa, 2006).  Further, much of the literature 
that discusses potential design-solutions for creating more walkable 
thoroughfares focuses on wide two-way thoroughfares rather than one-way 
pairs.  However, in some ways much of this literature is relevant, as Gregson and 
Duke together contain four lanes of traffic (two in each direction) and two lanes 
of parking, with a combined total of 60 feet of right of way (30 feet each) 
(Halstead, 2009).  Therefore, some of the types of tactics used on wide boulevard-
type streets (such as a reduction in the total number of travel lanes) may be 
appropriate. 
 
Recommendations 
Despite the measures implemented since the 2002 Traffic Calming Study, 
speeding is still a major concern along Duke and Gregson Street (Trinity Park 
Neighborhood Association, 2001).  It is not certain that the addition of the 
proposed neckdowns will reduce speeds or increase pedestrian safety. 
Systematic recommendations 
Based on conditions in the neighborhood, and the available literature and theory, 
the following is recommended: 
 Develop and implement Pedestrian LOS measure 
This would allow for the quantification of pedestrian facilities on par 
with the current level of sophistication of vehicle facility evaluation. 
                                                
14 The entirety of the two streets lay within 1.5 miles of downtown; the southernmost edge is half 
a mile from downtown, and less than one-tenth of one mile from Brightleaf Square. 
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o Accept lower automobile LOS grades in favor of a better 
environment for alternative modes, especially in urban areas.  
 Consider all modes of travel when designing or re-designing streets 
Weigh the needs of all users of a road: automobiles, pedestrians, 
bicycles, buses, and individuals with mobility challenges.   
o It may be necessary to give extra weight to considerations for 
traditionally marginalized groups (essentially all modes other 
than automobile). 
o Equity can also be considered: modes other than the automobile 
are generally more affordable for individuals and therefore may 
be especially important for low-income individuals. 
o This is in compliance with the NCDOT Complete Streets policy 
 Prioritize projects that reduce speeds and increase pedestrian facilities within 
walking distance of Downtown and other centers of activiy 
Recognize that the dense urban structure, street grid, and density of 
Durham’s urban core are already suited to be well-used pedestrian 
environment (National Center for Bicycling & Walking, 2010). 
 Accept congestion within a proximity of Downtown Durham 
Especially in dense areas that are highly residential, and have a strong 
potential for pedestrian and non-motorized alternative travel modes.  
o Existing pedestrian and alternative mode infrastructure should 
be connected with consideration of mobility-challenged users. 
o Because of the age of much of the infrastructure in close 
proximity to downtown it may be the best-suited a walkability 
retrofit. 
Specific Recommendations 
For speed reduction and increased pedestrian safety along Duke and Gregson 
Streets, the following is recommended.  
 Reduce travel lanes to 1 in each direction  
o Despite the volume of traffic on these two roads, they could be 
reduced to one travel lane each 
o Especially because of the observed platoon behavior of 
automobiles, it is evident that the spacing of vehicles could be 
more evenly spread out over 
o Reducing the streets to one lane each would require all traffic to 
flow at the speed of the slowest moving car 
o Reducing the streets to one lane each would reduce vehicles’ 
ability to maneuver quickly and dangerously as they pass 
slower moving vehicles (and would avoid potential pedestrian 
collisions at crosswalks) 
 Install bike lanes, one per street, in the same travel direction as 
automobile traffic 
o This will create more perceived friction along the roadway for 
motorists and encourage slower traffic speeds 
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o Bike lanes will also provide visibility for cyclists along the road 
 Install bus-only pull over areas at bus stops 
o This would allow for buses picking up passengers to be out of 
the way of traffic 
 Install sidewalks in areas where none are present 
o This will allow greater mobility for pedestrians 
o This will allow for pedestrians to practice safer behaviour, by 
walking on sidewalks rather than in the road 
o This can help to avoid pedestrians seeking sidewalks from 
crossing and un-marked points  
 Install crosswalks at all intersections, and mid-block near bus stops, 
alleys, schools, and churches 
o As individuals travel to destinations across the neighborhood 
they utilize the various cross streets as well as the alleys 
o Plenty and numerous pedestrian crossing should be provided to 
allow for pedestrians to cross, safely, in the areas they feel they 
need to  
 Add gateway signage to the southern end of Duke Street and the 
Northern end of Gregson Street, indicating to drivers that they have 
entered a residential area 
o This measure could foster neighborhood pride, and offer a 
chance for residents to communicate with individuals who 
travel through the neighborhood 
o For example: signage just to the south of Club and Gregson 
Streets could read “Trinity Park: Welcome Home!”  
 Protect on-street parking with immobile barriers 
o These would protect cars that are parked on Duke and Gregson 
Streets 
o This may avoid cars parking up on the sidewalk to be further 
away from the high-speed traffic, and impeding pedestrian 
mobility 
o If more cars were parked on the street, their presence would 
contribute to the perception of friction among automobiles, and 
encourage slower travel speeds 
 Reduce speed limits along Duke and Gregson to 25 mph 
o In addition to the implementation of the above items, reduction 
of the posted speed limit could contribute to a reduction in 
travel speeds 
o Currently the 1.1 mile stretch of roads between Club and Main 
Streets would take a car 1 minute and 48 seconds to travel at a 
constant 35 mph 
o If a car were traveling at a constant 25 miles per hour their trip 
time through the neighborhood would be increased by less than 
a minute 
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(See Appendix for renderings of recommendations) 
 
Additional Considerations 
The City of Durham, and the State of North Carolina (as well as the United States 
at large) are experiencing an economic recession.  Budgets have been cut and will 
be cut further.  There is little money for maintaining the infrastructure we have, 
let alone adding anything new.  
 
This financial squeeze is not limited to governmental agencies.  Individuals and 
households are also experiencing the effect of the recession—including job loss, 
reduced income, foreclosure, and general economic instability. 
 
It is because of these influences that now, more than ever, pedestrian 
infrastructure is of extreme importance.  Individuals must be able to exercise the 
most basic human right: walking.  Mobility affords an individual freedom: to 
seek employment, education, social interactions, and leisure.  An individual’s 
ability to access walking facilities influences their ability to access public 
transportation—a vital tool for many of our society’s most disadvantaged.  
Without mobility, many people may be unable to increase the quality of life for 
themselves and their families. 
 
As traditional transportation options (single occupancy vehicles) increase in cost 
to the consumer, alternative transportation modes will become more and more 
important for everyone.  This comes in confluence with an increased concern 
over environmental changes and global climate change.  Individuals and 
municipalities are starting to acknowledge that micro and macro changes must 
be made in order to reduce consumption of resources and reduce production of 
environmental contaminants.  In addition, a third factor is increasing obesity 
within our society.   
 
The confluences of this triple threat of health, environment and economy, must 
prove enough for us to collectively change our habits, especially in how we 
travel.  Reducing our dependence on automobiles addresses all three of these 
hazards—as does increasing the amount that we walk.  If only this change will be 
facilitated, rather than hindered, by those in control of our streets. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Site Photos 
Left to right: Proximity of house to Gregson Street between Minerva and Gloria; Pedestrian 
would not have been able to pass in a wheelchair on Gregson north of Minerva; Uninviting bus 
stop at intersection of Gregson and Trinity 
 
Left to right: Handicapped-impassable sidewalks on Gregson Street north of Trinity Avenue; 
View south down Gregson Street towards downtown showing platoon behavior and on street 
parking 
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Left to right: Bus Stop at Monmouth Avenue intersection has no crosswalks for access; Looking 
north from same position: more sidewalk obstacles  
 
Left to Right: Challenging sidewalk conditions at the north east corner of Dacian and Gregson; 
Cyclist takes to the sidewalk on Gregson north of Urban Avenue; Cyclist with child in trailer 
crosses the intersection of Gregson and Markham 
 
Left to Right: Leaning bus stop and intersection with no crosswalks at Gregson and Green;  
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Left to Right: “Your Speed” sign displays speed of approaching car on Gregson north of 
Demerius and Englewood; No sidewalks for residents on the eastern side of Gregson north of 
Englewood Avenue  
 
Left to Right: Gregson just south of its intersection with Club Boulevard is the gateway into 
northern Trinity Park; the Eastern; Duke Street north of Englewood Avenue has no sidewalks on 
the eastern side, though a path has been trodden 
Left to Right: Duke Street near Club Boulevard has no sidewalks on the eastern side; On Duke 
Street north of Englewood Avenue the platoon effect of cars clustering creates long periods with 
no cars 
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Left to Right: Pedestrians have beaten a path despite a lack of sidewalks along the eastern side of 
the northern portion of Duke Street; Pedestrians at the eastern intersection of Duke and 
Englewood face a lack of crosswalks; Automobile platoons also create voids in traffic volume 
(shown on Duke Street near Englewood Avenue) 
Left to Right: Duke Street near Gregson has no sidewalks on the eastern side, though pedestrian 
activity is evident; Near Englewood on North Duke Street there is no sidewalk, crosswalk, or 
curb cut, and a hill adds poor visibility 
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Left to Right: A pedestrian crosses North Duke Street at West Knox despite a lack of sidewalks; 
The intersection of Green and Duke also lacks sidewalks on the eastern side and crosswalks  
A platoon of cars passing and the empty street between platoons observed at the intersection of 
Demerius and Duke 
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Left to Right: Duke Street south of Markham has no sidewalks on the eastern side, though a 
pedestrian path has been worn by use; Another view of the same area  
 
Women with strollers (far left) approaching the intersection of Duke and Dacian will cross 
without crosswalks 
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Automobiles approaching the intersection of Duke and Demerius are alerted to the presence of 
crossing pedestrians by bright neon yellow signs (which near omnipresent along both Duke and 
Gregson) 
Left to Right: The sidewalk on the west side of Duke Street north of Dacian Avenue is nearly 
entirely covered by vegetation—there are no sidewalks at this point on the west side of the street; 
By the time a pedestrian reaches the intersection of Duke and Dacian the sidewalk has 
disappeared entirely withing view of the downtown skyline. 
 
N. Duke Street approaching Trinity Avenue from the north has no sidewalks on the eastern side  
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Appendix B: Additional Maps 
2010 Durham Bike and Hike Map 
 
 
Detail of The City of Durham's 2010 Durham Bike and Hike Map shows points of 
interest and bicycle facilities.  It does not include descriptions of sidewalk 
conditions of locations.  This map also illustrates the dual nature of Duke and 
Gregson as major thoroughfares moving traffic from Interstate 1-85 (the highway 
in the northern portion) and Highway 147 (the highway in the southern portion) 
and of Trinity Park as a highly walkable neighborhood in close proximity to 
Duke and Downtown Durham.  
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Durham Bicycle Network Plan – Top Projects 
 
 
Detail of Durham Bicycle Network Plan- Top Projects (2009) shows a lack of 
projects planned for Duke and Gregson Streets 
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DurhamWalks! Pedestrian Plan – Sidewalk Projects 
 
 
Detail of Map showing the status of Durham's sidewalk improvement projects.  
The Medium Blue at Buchanan Boulevard shows a project that is recommended 
in the City's pedestrian improvement plan that has not been implemented.  The 
Cyan color along Urban and Englewood Avenues, and Duke, Green and Knox 
Streets denote another proposed project without progress. 
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NC Geographic Information Systems 10 foot Topography Map 
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Appendix C: Renderings of Recommendations 
  
 
A sample (representative but inexact) portion of roadway re-designed to 
accommodate all users: within the 30' right of way 6' has been re-striped to 
accommodate a bike lane has been installed; a striped pedestrian crosswalk has 
been installed including curb-cuts and ramps for accessible pedestrian crossing; 
on-street parking is sheltered by the same type of neckdowns that make 
pedestrians more visible; a reduction of vehicle travel lanes from 2 to 1; and bus-
only pull-over area buffered, again, with neckdowns.  The bus pull-over and 
parking lane takes up 8' of the right of way, traveling cars use a 12' lane, and the 
bike lane takes up 6'.  2' on each side of the right of way are dedicated to 
drainage and storm water run-off. 
 
 
Another view, illustrating ease and equality of access for all travel modes
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